
Fashion & Beauty

Purely Local: Can you tell us a bit about Balthazaar 
Designs?
Jessi-Jean Havemann: Balthazaar Designs up-cycle 
and recycle vintage Middle-Eastern carpets into 
premium bespoke hand bags. Often once-off 
pieces.  The shells and tassels are vintage and 
the trinkets were put on by the wives of camel 
riders to protect their husbands in the desert 
and ward off illnesses on their long journeys 
through the desert. I like to think that the love 
and protection that went into the bags years ago 
is still emanating off them now. 

PL: We understand your bags are made from 
recycled carpets – can you tell us more about the 
vision behind this concept? 
JJH: I wanted to create a brand that is not only 
considered fashionable but that is also eco-
friendly, something that motivates people to start 
thinking about what they have and what they can 
use instead of  depleting  what we have left of 
the environment. 

PL: How did the name ‘Balthazaar’ come about?
JJH: Balthazaar is a character from one of my 
favourite books and movies called ‘The Never 
Ending Story.’ It’s a strong name.

PL: Where do you source your materials from?
JJH: All of the materials for my first two ranges 
were sourced from hand stores and friends’ old 
carpets. I have just returned from a trip to Morocco 
where I sourced all of the materials for the new 
range of bags I am currently in the process of 
designing. I visited villages in Morocco where I 
bought a ton of vintage / second hand carpets. 

PL: What part of the design process have you 
enjoyed the most?
JJH: Working with my CMT has been a really 
inspiring and enjoyable experience. He is a 
fountain of knowledge. Meeting the women 
in Morocco in a village just below the Atlas 
Mountains who I am supplying the wool needed 
to hand-make carpets for me. So it’s not just an 
eco-business but now a social one too.  

PL: What part of the design process have you found 
to be the most challenging? 
JJH: Cutting up beautiful carpets. It’s 
heart wrenching. Especially the carpets en route 
from Morocco - these should be art pieces!

PL: Do you think your own personal style has 
influenced the look and feel of the brand?
JJH: Most definitely. I’m the only one who has 
influence on the designs and brand. Some people 
try and have their say but I still do it my way. 

PL: Where do you find your main source of 
inspiration? 
JHH: Morocco and it’s culture has been my main 
source of inspiration up until now. I am planning 
on going to Turkey next to take in the culture 
there.

PL: Where can one purchase these bags? 
JJH: You can email me at info@balthazaardesigns.
com to place an order or pop into Shana Morland 
fashion store: 8 Kloof Street, Cape Town. 

PL: What’s next for Balthazaar Designs? Any 
exciting plans in store for 2016?
JHH: Just beautiful bags with electric colours and 
butter soft leather. 

With image consultancy becoming a fast growing trend, 
individuals are uncertain of what the process entails. Not only 
does an image consultant guide you in presenting your image to 
the best of your abilities, but they offer you advice, along with the 
correct etiquette in business and social situations that will help 
create a powerful image.

Chata Romano is a well-established international image consultancy that 
empowers women and men through a variety of workshops, personal 
consultations and makeovers. “My passion is seeing how women change 
positively through wearing the correct colours and styles to suit their 
uniqueness. Be inspired to be the best that you can be and celebrate your 
individual style that you can call your own,” says Karyn. 

Purely Local had the opportunity to find out more about the industry and what makes Karyn Lindes tick. 
Have a look at what she had to say.

Purely Local: What inspired you to become an image consultant?
Karyn Lindes: Image consulting was a dream that came true. I have always enjoyed working with women 
and have a keen eye for clothing. I studied Fashion Design and then completed a diploma in Clothing 
Production Management. I worked in the clothing industry and loved being part of a dynamic team that 
serviced the customer. The process of becoming a certified Chata Romano Image Consultant has been an 
absolute dream come true – loving every moment of it. 
 
PL: What aspect do you enjoy most about the industry? 
KL: Meeting wonderful women, and being able to change lives through the Chata Romano Image 
Consulting process.

PL: What does a consultation process entail?
KL: As a Chata Romano Image Consultant, we offer many services – but, typically a one-on-one consultation 
begins with a colour analysis where we analyze the client’s skin tone to establish her best hair, make up 
and clothing colours. This is followed by an individual figure analysis where we show the client how to 
dress by accentuating her assets and hiding her concerns. Wardrobe planning is where I take 15-items 
of clothing from the client’s wardrobe and show her how to create 45 completely different outfits with 
these items, including her accessories. I discuss with her any items of clothing or accessories that would 
complement her current wardrobe and add versatility and often the client will then book a shopping 
appointment.

Each makeover package consists of a personal consultation in order to establish the best colours and 
styles to suit the client’s lifestyle. We then meet at the hairdresser and discuss which hairstyle and colour 
would best suit them. The client is able to relax and be treated to lunch, while I go out and scout for 
fabulous clothing and accessories for a photoshoot. After the hairdresser, the makeup artist does the 
client’s makeup and explains which products best suit them, teaching them how to apply their makeup 
to best bring out their features. As a result, the day is ended off with a glamorous and fun photoshoot to 
showcase the gorgeous result. 

PL: How do you ensure that your service is different to other image consultants?
KL: After researching image consultancy and the various courses available, the Chata Romano Training 
Academy (run by Chata Romano herself) ticked all the boxes. I truly believe in the Chata Romano product 
and service we offer. 

PL: Any advice to new, up-and-coming image consultants?
KL: Embrace every opportunity to change a woman’s life – it is a privilege to be able to play that role. 

PL: How important do you feel ‘purpose’ is? How much of a difference can it make on your image?
KL: Image and purpose go hand-in-hand. Most clients don’t know what image they want to project, so by 
asking them a few questions, I am able to make the right choices for them.

Take this opportunity to book your consultation. Karyn will make you feel like the absolute princess that 
you are. 

with Jessi-Jean Havemann

of BALTHAZAAR

Bag It!
BALTHAZAAR DESIGNS 
WAS STARTED BY JESSI-
JEAN HAVEMANN IN 2015. 

Jessi-Jean started Balthazaar Designs not only with the desire to create beautiful bags 
but also as a means of creating awareness around the importance of recycling and 
reducing environmental degradation. We caught up with Jessi-Jean to find out more 
about her eco-friendly brand and her journey as a designer thus far.
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For more info visit: www.facebook.com/Balthazaardesigns

  @balthazaardesigns   www.balthazaardesigns.com

GET TO KNOW
KARYN LINDES
CHATA ROMANO IMAGE CONSULTANT

Keep Up with Karyn:  Karyn Lindes – Chata Romano Image Consultant 

 @klindesimage | Pinterest: @karynlindes

Cell: 083 448 5955 | Email: karyn@chataromano.com

Edith Preiss 38, primary school teacher.
 'What a treat-i felt like a movie star!' - Edith
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